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QUESTION: 1
HOT SPOT
You have the following code:

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise,
select No.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
You have the following code:
eventl += new PointerEventHandler(Target_PointerPressed); event2 += new
PointerEventHandler(Target_PointerWheelChange);
event3
+=
new
PointerEventHandler(Target_PointerReleased);
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise,
select No.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You are developing a Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app that will provide
users with the ability to assign tasks to their contacts. The app will have a button
that users click to display their contact list. You need to develop the click event
handler for the button. How should you complete the code? To answer, drag the
appropriate code elements to the correct targets. Each element may be used once,
more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 4
You are packaging a Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app for the Microsoft
Store. You need to set the name of the app that will appear in the Store.
Which element should you define in Package.appxmanifest?

A. the Name attribute in the Identity element
B. the Application element
C. the DisplayName attribute in the VisualElements element
D. the DisplayName element

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
You are developing a cross-platform app by using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015.
The app will be available to Windows, Android, and iOS devices. You need to
gather usage telemetry for the app across all three platforms. What should you use?

A. Code Coverage
B. Diagnostic Tools
C. IntelliTrace
D. Application Insights

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
You are designing a new Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app by using a
Model-View- ViewModel (MWM) pattern. You need to identify which components
will interface directly with the Model layer. Which two components should you
identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.

A. the business rules
B. the XAML user interface

C. the data bindings on a page
D. the data sources

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 7
You are developing a Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app. The app has a
custom class named Auditing that is used to track actions that users perform in the
app. You implement auditing for many methods throughout the app. You need to
configure the auditing process to meet the following requirements:

You must use a custom attribute to disable auditing for specific methods during
automated testing of the app. During the automated testing, you must redirect
auditing output. What should you do?

A. Refactor the Auditing class by using the Observer pattern.
B. Create a new audit interface and implement two different versions of the
Auditing class.
C. Refactor the Auditing class by using the Decorator pattern.
D. Create a new audit interface and implement different versions of the Auditing
class for every method that uses the Auditing class.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
DRAG DROP
You are developing a Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app. All of the code
sources are hosted in GitHub. You need to create a new branch in GitHub. What
commands should you run? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct
targets. Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need
to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 9
You are building a Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app that will be used to
view images. When a user clicks an image by using a mouse, the image will
increase in size by 20 percent, and then return to its original size when the user
releases the mouse. You create event handlers to handle the PointerPressed and
PointerReleased events for the image. The user reports that occasionally, the image
fails to return to its original size. You need to ensure that the image returns to its
original size. Which three events should you handle? Each correct answer presents
part of the solution.

A. PointerExited
B. PointerCaptureLost
C. LostFocus
D. PointerCanceled
E. PointerMoved
F. LostMouseCappture

Answer: B, D, E

QUESTION: 10
You are developing a Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app that will be
published to the Microsoft Store. You need to change the name of the app that will
be displayed in the Store. Which file should you modify?

A. App.xaml.cs
B. Package.appxmanifest
C. AssemblyInfo.cs
D. Project.json
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